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Denise Riley's Socialized Biology

This chapter surveys the work of Denise Riley from roughly 1975 to 1985,analyzing the formal textures ofher prose and poetry alongside the political and
personal contexts that occasioned these writings and the ways in which Riley
intervened in them. Work on Denise Riley as a poet, even a "feminist' poet,
has tended to miss the actual force ofher critical writings in the context of their
politicalmoorings, and work on Riley as a feminist theorist has tended simply
tonoteher status as a poet to explain away the peculiarities of her prose. The
poetryandprose seem to stem from the same setofquestionsand concerns, even
astheyeach take different kinds of responsibilities and linguistic approaches to
them.: Here, I undertake a reading of the early poetry with the early critical
writings, integrating each part of the oeuvre in a fashion that work on Riley in
eminist and literary studies has generally avoided. Read together, I argue, her
early prose and poetry trace what she herself calls a "socialized biology at the
heartofpoetic and political language. Riley's development of a socialized biology
cuts directly against lyric pedagogy by rejecting the assumption that poetry s

5Ociality can be reduced to an ethics of intersubjective encounters.

SItuate this reading of Riley's work within the framework I have developed
in the social stakes of lyric pedagogy and the latters limitations for anti-

Stand feminist politics. Riley's work provides
strategies for interrupting

IC pedagogical understanding ofpoetry as prepolitical moral training
The result, I argue, is the effective disruption of the prevalent

idea that some

politics. This work gives an implicit account of the
relationship between poetry

-precisely because Riley's work

pedagogy's baseline insistence that intersubjectivity
is previous to

literary "morality nnects culture to
ses

ands

lead
Cproduction that jettisons the lyric

pedagogical tradition, taking 1ts

d critical politics and poetics ofsocial
reproductive justice.
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animality tococial
"humanity" (chapter 2),understandings in child psychology of

The Force ofCircumstance'

Inher 1983 War
in theNursery:

TheoriesoftheChildandMotho.

understandhow
developmentalpsychology,

psychoanalysis, state.

wartime
economics, employers

produc

organizing intersected
around the rapid rise and fall of mni

the basic needs ofinfants (particularly Kleinian theories of infantile aggression-the Child andMother, Riley sought
tn

anter 3), the "popularization ot these ideas in Bowlby's theory of"
socialpolicies,

needs and feminist and socialist

depriyation (chapter 4), how tnese psychological theories figured in policies
or

rtime nurseries alongsIde other ideologies and material factors (chapter 5) andnlly, in chapter 6, the rise of postwar pronatalism and its relation to various
sectsofthe state, employers demands, socialist and feminist politics and thein and

afterthe Second World War in Britain.
Riley's interest in this question

sprang from her own
experiences as a single mother with socialist com

active in the
womens movement in the 1970s and 1980s. The problem that

continually mounting address to an isolated figure of "the mother" I will returnnents

to some of these points in more detail later in my chapter.

animated Riley's work can be stated in a relatively
straightforward way even

as its implications open into a
web of conceptual and affective tangles: how t

articulate the needs of single working mothers under late capitalism,
withou

reentrenching the ideology of motherhood as a fixed role separate from t#he

gender-neutral "worker or "citizen. Riley's concluding remarks may sound

somewhatsimple: "My conviction is that... there can be no versionof
"motherhood' as such which can be deployed to construct a radical politics

(War in the Nursery 196). But what gets her to this point is a rather tremendous

heap ofhistorical and theoretical material, all compiled in order to understand

how various discourses, ideologies and material circumstances intertwined,

in the period in question, to produce the figure ofa "mother" that "effectively
rendered invisible the needs of those working women with children" (7). Riley

begins with a chapter on "Biology, Psychology and Gender in Socialist and

Feminist Thinking" in which she points to the need in socialist-feminist
pras

to interrogate the categories of the biological and the social:

While War in the Nursery, the book version ofher PhD thesis in Philosophy
from the University of Sussex, is an academic study, Riley concurrently wrote a
number of short prose pieces for feminist and socialist newsletters and journals
that supplemented this wok and brought into focus the ways in which these
questions crossed with her own life. In "The Force ofCircumstance published

in the socialist-feminist newsletter Red Rag in 1975, Riley reflected on the
conservatising" effects that being a single mother had on her, even within the

context of a leftist feminist movement:

Its struck me that the single mother is effectively voiceless inside the Womenis

Movement as a whole; that while some good practical work is being done by

various one-parent-family pressure groups tangential to the movement, and was

done some years back by women in the claimants' unions-cf The Unsupported

Mothers' Handbook-at the present we aren't talking as single mothers on any

broad basis. At the moment we fit in around the cracks in everyone's theorising

l1ke so much polyfilla. I'm beginning to feel what I can only describe as the

proroundly conservatising effect of being a single mother now. I
sense this

Conservatising on all fronts at once; housing, geography, time, work,
medicine,There is a need, in the often painful gap between the body politic and ue

individual body, for an idea of a socialised biology. This would spea

problems adumbrated in slogans like 'the right to choose, the right tos
sell-determination' control of one's own body-the language o
concerning abortion and contraception, welfare and population p
aerting sexual categories. The idea of a socialised biology woud
Droader questions about human capacities and wants, growul

to

Kual

paigns

sexuality, love. ("The Force of Circumstance 26)*

feel are not necessarily mitigated by a
recognitionoftheir ideological or

erything turns on the housing question as the most
visible uniter (home)

hoped to live more or less communally with
people I cared for

and could

OVenience notnecessarilyentailinggood
politics). But Inever

found/co-made

nuous from this early piece through her later work is an insistence on tne
ccEve dimensions of lived material and ideological circumstances,

on the
or

join
ageing
also

aembeddedness. Take "the housing question, for
instance

neseat the margins ofsocialism,would set them at
the

centre of its ethical nerve. At the same time, I want to illustrate
ways inwI

the history of psychology has in fact worked against this kind of
developn th Ormoney and class.

It's in respect of
housing that my single

DaCness pushes me back hard into the most
overtly conservativepos

of
9)sbyacting as an inadequate representation ofsoclai

lhesubsequentchaptersofherbook do just that, movingtnrdevelopmental
psychology that depicts the infant asprogr

work v ithout pushing the commune
ideology too far;

mutual supporu

the
literatureon

logical

ro
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encies of "living alone with children,' as another poem calls it, areohinvarious modes-having a family is impermisible for the singlether,who is not accounted 1or or celebrated by familialist rhetoric. This rhetoric

gaps
urned

onles' fats on a
need-a-root-over-my-and-child's-head ha

s
do). În the event

we have moved seven or eight timesin

such agroup.
Lacking one, l couldnt

wait; and so I filled in a.
Here i

P
childs] life-time, mostof

those moves I didn't want, but were

which couldnt be met,
leases expiring, and so forth. The

obviose

cant or so far
haven't had the massive good fortune of making it l

his[her
on

emotionaldemands from people in a landlord position
olution

to

is
simultaneously folded into a more general, ifmetaphysical, question, namely,
whether or not anyone ever.has a family, or whether, rather, "thereisonlymyself"
Rut this solipsistic humility and caution, whether socialy enforced or individually
olected, immediatelywarps into a set of stock attributes ofthe individual, "complete
nd arched" and thenofmotherhood"like a rainbow or an old tree/ with gracious
arms descending" And then, in another reversal, the "complete" I folds over itself,
over the rest of me" which is, in fact, composed of others: "who is the young/
children in my shelter who grow/ up under my leaves and rain" And so a first
Derson plural emerges but not in the form of a celebrated universality; rather, it
is the moment of a conservatizing familial-individualism, the notion of a "haven
in a heartless world" that many feminists rightly decried: "In our own shade /
we embrace each other gravely &/ look out tenderly upon the world. This grave
embrace speaks to conservatizing forms of familialist attachment in the ace of the
force of circumstance. Yet the hope for other forms of kinship, based on mutual

upon the world/ seeking

having a child alone
is to live with people; but

there are always a majority who

who
consoledby the diminishing prospect ot true communism. Thoueh

we know the utter
brutal irrationality of living alone. (26; emphases in original)

In this case. the
"knowledge" that her newfound, conservative" desire f

private home ownership and family security 1s, in part, the result of a lack af
socialized material resources that might otherwise be available-or, inded
fousht for-does not lead to any straightforward transformation of this desire
Rley recognizes the appeal of prefigurative, libertarian-socialist communiaran
idealswhile feeling their inadequacy in the absence of the material circumstances
that would make them truly democratic possibilities. We may "know the utter
brutal irrationality of living alone" but we may still need and even desire it in the
absence of other practicable options. Riley also implies that unmet emotional
needs intertwine with unmet material needs in awkward ways: "emotional

or

care and respect, remains in the "tender gaze "out .
only contemporaries/ and speech and light, no father"

I have read this poem as a sort of laboratory or playground for the concerns
brought up by "Ihe Force of Circumstance" and War in the Nursery. But
Marxism for Infants also opens well beyond the generic borders of political
theory and personal narrative, into a series of verses that navigate the dificulty

demands from people in a landlord position which couldn't be met"
This kind of autobiographical reflection also shows up in Riley's poetry

abeit in a form that is hardly confessional or expressive in the crude sense of
tFranscribing raw lived "experience" Consider the following poem, from Rieys ofvoicing needs, feelings or desires througha social language and body that are
1977 Marxism for Infants: both individuating and alienating:
You have a family? It is impermissible. postcard; "I live in silence here

a wet winter the baby's well
I give her bear's names Ursula

There is onlymyself complete and arched
likea rainbowor anold tree
with gracious arms descending
over the rest ofmewho is the young
children inmy shelterwho grow
upundermy leaves and rain
Inourown shade
we embrace each othergravely &lookouttenderlyupontheworld

scha Pola Living alone makes anyone crazy, especially with children
Ilive in silence here
xis the condition of my silence
s/he

the tongue as a swan's neck
full and heavy in the mouth
speech as a sexed thingseekingonly contemporaries

andspeech andlight,no father.
the speaking limb is stilled (6)

("Marxism"15)
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from an understanding of the social as a sum of preexisting intersubjective

reads, "Feuerbach resolves

TheTwho rites the
postcard" is eftectively split and daL.

part, ofmore complex social ormations. Marx's Sixth Thesis on Feuerbach

rea it is the ensemble of the social relations" (n.p.). This is where, in breaking

Marx instead urges us to read those relations as expressions, at least
thatany"T is already both mine and

anyone's, but,more speciically,
only in

ice of the"mother already speaks for herchildre
in the sense in

that the the "mothe

she is already
more and less than one. The apparent paradox oft

relation

in
the religious essence into the human essence. But.with children'

rehearses the splitting oft of the "mother" froml he human
essence is no abstraction inherent in each single individual. In its

nd
tative equality

oitation

social-democratic understandingsof citizenship, in which the
nierv"Tefiectively erases the relationships of dependence and

with a particular libertarian teminist aesthetics and ethics, Riley's poetry also
hreaks away from lyric pedagogy's framing, still palpable today, of poetry as
a prefigurative training ground for social and political being: the affects and
addresses ofpoetry are always saturated with social and political content, and so
it makes no sense to see them as preparatory for these arenas. Poetry does not,
for Riley, cultivate that primary agency ofliberal humanist social democracy, the
ability to voice one's needs and respond to the exigent demands ofothers, since
the voice attributed to the social individual would only be readable through
what she tantalizingly calls a "socialized biology" of speech. In what follows,

I trace the idea of a socialized biology through Riley's early critical work before
undertaking a reading ofMarxism for Infants.

that produce the "freedomofsome at the expense of others (in thie.case, all
those

both relegated to and excluded from the figural status of "mother")
Unlike some of the poetry produced in the Women's LiberationMovemment,

however, Riley's T does not break through its former silence as avictoriou
selfrealized entity: Silence is not experienced as an external force of represion
but rather as a constitutive factor in the production of language itself "I live in
silence here/xis the condition ofmysilence The sexed silence in whichthe"
comes to speak is somatized in the form of nonhuman prosthetics: "the tongue
as a swanis neckl full and heavy in the mouth/ speech as a sexed thing" But
this kind of phenomenological investigation is also in tension with socialist
feminist aims, insofar as such conspicuously sexed somatization can, in the
absence ofRiley's "socialized biology," also elide the sociality of speech, making
speech appear as a matter of personal hygiene or self-care, as solely ones own
responsibility, howeverconstitutively exterior the "self" may be. The poem shows
how this embedded practice of individualizing sociality feeds into the loneliness
of living with children in the celebrated intersubjectivity ofmotherhood.

The Serious Burdens of Love"

The circumstances of Denise Riley's life in the 1970s and 1980s led her to
Temark on inadequate housing policies, the loneliness of bourgeois familialism
(whether inside or out of "the family"), dwindling nursery provisions and the
moral invigilation imposed on "unsupported mothers These were never simply

Inis poem, then, effectively illustrates the insufficiency of an intersubjecive
nics oT social-sexual differentiation or ofpersonal relationships more generaluy
Ihe mother is at once a single entity asked to speak for herselfand theconauainerfor an intersubjectivity that is her only allowable sociality: thepreparatiou
tant tor social lfe. The poem protests that sovereign expressions oriee

problems of social policy; they were the material conditions of Riley's lite.

DOrn in 1948 in Carlyle, Riley was raised as a Protestant by her adoptive
Parents, who sent her to Catholic school.s Riley enrolled at Oxford to study

gush but found herself dissatisfed and transferred to Cambridge, where she

philosophy and graduated with a degree in fine art. She
subsequently did

A and DPhil, both in philosophy at the Universityof
Sussex. Her doctoral

Which turned into War in the Nursery, was on the
"history of theories in

pean and American child psychologyand psychoanalysis.. so roughiy, n
ectualhistory,querying the categoryof

'ideologY"* Riley lived in

f the
the confessional or consciousness-raising mode may only articulate needsumother"

explore

I believe,
oneof

they

Ia gnizable as the province of the imaginary figure of "then
wnatone single mother's needs might sound like (if this is, asLD

poetry seemslike a curious place to turn in oraer

Cambridgedurin much ofthis time while raising her young
children asmother

POSE, Riley brings the personal politics of feminist
and libertarian work into

tnevolume seeks to do). These are, after all,politicageneratedwellbeyond theboundariesofany"T/you"relationsiare, significantly,
experienced through interpersonalrelat

felings.
in a parent household (she also lived in a squat in Lewestor

someo
a ,then, in the tradition ofMarx's telegraphic theoyndividua'asdeveloped

in the Theses on Feuerbach and tne

was never merely an academic question
for her. In hercritical
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ntact with
questions ofpolitical

economy and socialist stratom

the social
and material

components behind personal politics i
the affective

intensity that attends
them.

illuminninating

sing

or upholding the elos of a genuinely "socialist family"
urgeois familialis

As
elsewhere, part of the aim was also to attempt to disaggregate the aims ofclass strategy from their etects: state efforts at control are not, Riley

Riley's political outlook in the
1970s developed in conversation

traditionsofMarxist-Leninist
organizing and theory, the small groun

successful affairs (these aspects ofher approach draw frominsists, transparen

approacd Foucault's histories ofdiscourse).

of the Women's
Liberation Movement, various torms of left libertariani

and the direct action tactics of particular campaigns
such as the Unsupportod

Mother's Group. Riley does not fit neatly into any of the categories or
schoal

o work on Riley has engaged with these early political writings. The
lnsest is a chapter of Centre and Periphery in Modern British Poetry, in whichAndrew Duncan speculates, in an oblique argument against "theoretical
poetry" that Riley's early education in the natural sciences left a mark on
her work: "this early phase of very close observation of nature (birds and
plants) left a mark: she has ever since detested generalisations and confusion
and admired precise recording of phenomena" (Duncan 94). As a result, he
argues, Riley never fell for Marx and Freud, but spotted them on first reading
as authoritarians whose paranoid love of system-building had led them away
from the sober rules ofevidence..I don't think she was ever aMarxist. she
was at the libertarian-anarchist end of things. Duncan sees in this a salutary
rejection of authority, of political lines that proceed purely from theoretical
doctrine and from misrepresentations of consciousness that occlude the
truths of politics as it is lived and felt. While Duncan does a better scholarly
job than many critics of Riley's poetry in tracking down her sources, his
analysis departs from the poetic work and, more disconcertingly, from Riley's
stated positions, to construct a speculative politics that has little relation to
the actual history of Riley's political involvenment. To call Riley's political
WOTk libertarian rather than Marxist is fundamentally incorrect, insofar as it

cs Kley's investments in state institutions and forms of social control and

ofsocialist-eminist thought that surrounded her, insofar as she was not a
member ofany vanguard party but, all the same, did believe in the necessity of
organizations making coordinated and concrete demands upon the state in the

hopes of transforming society. Rileys primary locus for political action in the

1970s was in work on specific campaigns pertaining to reproductive justice and

nursery provisions within the Women's Liberation Movement, particularly the

Cambridge Women's Liberation Group?
From the mid- to late-1970s, Riley contributed a number of articles to the

Cambridge Women's Liberation Newsletter, ranging from discussions of A
Woman's Right to Choose" to the possibility of a women's self-help therapy
group. In all of these contributions, including those that are co-authored,
Riley's characteristic dialectical style is clear. Her prose provides the index of a

profoundly selfcritical mind and ear at work, catching itself in false generalitles
but never paralyzed by the necessity ofbeing wrong sometimes. In a short prec
wEitten for the Socialist Women's Regional Workshop in 1976, Riley argued
along with two co-authors that a "positive politics of the family' was necessiny
for women and for the working class in general:

Nineteenth and early twentieth-century socialists and feminists who
did e in their widely variable relations of antagonism and collusion with

t and socialist aims and campaigns. In particular,
Duncan ignores

DCnpaign tor the dissemination of information about birth control wereplu Rley'soutright dismay at some libertarian rejections of institutions ikc
state' or "the family0

nto a set of contradictions-the Malthusian implications ofcontra

AS as an alternative to any true political and social reform;eug

eptioni

elements and 'social hygiene currents tangled up with genuine at
Cugenically reactionary elements in earlier population control attempts

But

enistic

mpts

to detect
the

Trotsky,
in its assumpt that "the family is a

coherent entity traceable
across

of
a5
heterosexual
One

monogamy (or "individual sex
love") that Engels

championed

n s right, though, that Riley finds fault in aspects of the Marxist

rom Engels through Lenin and to a certain
extent Kolontal anu

progressivereform...From our vantage point, iťs not na

Ory and projectable into its future as a "socialist or
"communist" family

OCialist family was usually imagined in the
utopian or dystopian

terms
whatsmore interesting, from a feminist perspective, is toular anywaywomen's fertility is susceptible to State intervenuoCFertility, Abortion, "Choice"2

al
advances ofwomen under

capitalism, one that
would be
takingmight

deriding
iask of thisworkwas to understand howsocialist-i edand extended to men after the

revolution. In a 1
onvarious "T aft I Domih

Riley maintains
that "when one

addsup the vexed problem of the familı" 1uithnut aifhel
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Engels' famous
pronouncement on

womens liberation lie.
follow from

the
participation ofwomen in

he
personal may be the polucal alright, but the relationships fine and

couldonly
public, large-scale indus tohis

plex

depression etc, in terms of its all because you live with just one

Outside the house' and can analyse that ad infinitum in termsofsex roles,

and not one-to-one,
e-g. for myself I can account for continuing feelings of

ve and
economics stana in a roughly superstructu

nerson whos out to work, and you nave young children and no job which takesdear' (79).hase relationship, then the limits
and strengths of his position

aw

ns, n nursery provisions, ideology, capitalism etc. But while this is fine as far as it goes,most detailed understanding of the sources ofunhappines [sic) need not lead
to any increase in your capacity to act eftectively;-years of communism and
feminism havent stopped me irom literaly shaking in a roomful of people. It
fe not that the sources of this are mysterious to me; amateur self-psychoanalysis
may inform-but not change, which is why Td like there to be a practical group

whichEngelsusefullyinsists.., 15
nevertheless an argument which

to retain
orthodox conceptions of "the

family" Initselfit does.
Riley goes on to

explain that "the historical specificity of family

mayserve

to the
ideaofthe family as a directly cellular unit of the body tic,

a microcosm of
society This dialectical critique of the Marxist

treat

ofthe family is trenchant, but it is
a far cry trom Duncan's understandine

Riley's focus on the family, in which "the house is the exact
boundary where

the natural and afective association of the family
comes up against the rational

and alienated world ofproperty (Duncan 93). This reading of Riley's feminism

is, like many understandings of women's liberation, unable to
understand the

extent to which housing and the family are already political concepts in various

dialectical relationships with the "world ofproperty"

reatment

of

ofsome sort, if others would too. ('Notes Toward' n.p.)

In the proposed scenario, a self-help therapy group would be neither a
replacement nor a preparation for "real" political work; but neither are her own
personal anxieties unrelated to racism, capitalism and heteropatriarchy or to the
organizing required to fight them.

This kind of pragmatic approach to organizing is reflected throughout her
remarkable 1987 essay, "The Serious Burdens of Love" in which Riley revisits
the question of how feminists and socialists might address childcare as a right

There is evidence that Riley was interested in organizational tactics drawn

from early radical feminist and left libertarian organizing, but she never takes

these on as adequate substitutes for more direct engagement in class struggle.

In the October 1976 issue of the Cambridge Women's Liberation Newsletter,

she contributed to a discussion about the possibility of forming a Women's Seli

Help therapy group. Riley writes, rather sheepishly, "I am taking a deep breath

to say that 1d like there to be some sort ofwomen's self-help, political/feminist,
hmm, therapy group' (np). On the one hand, Riley is quick to demonstrate

ner

distance from some libertarian and radical feminist versions of self-help that
mightconservatively substitute Psychology for politics" and "promisc

Onthe other hand, Riley fels that much political organizing repres
Telings in the name of a politics that tends to "moralistically andreprc
cuce all individual anxieties to Politics with a monolithic P (or torlto Alienation) and to expect immediate resolutionofprivatecontlicts
action. Riley is characteristically

pragmatic andundogmatic"to the possibility of a self-help group, rare qualities amidst

and need:

There will be a kind of eclecticism about formulations on child-care. Political

thought always, in a way, comes from somewhere else; theres a necessary

stitched-togetherness at work, even though the dream ofa pure and unique place

of ideals is not to be forgotten in the name ofa modest practicable daylight. For,

however much history can demonstrate our lack of originality, the recognition

OT That need not entail a resentful surrender to 'common
sense... You can derive

consolation, for instance, from the free-floating nature of the attachments ot

Socialisms and feminisms to psycho-analysis and psychology.
The consolations

e in the release from having to suppose that there is something necessaruy
ngruent between them which has at all costs to be 'worked out;

and also in

instant

essively

or

olitical
proach s very supposition ofcongruence to have a considerable history and

working mothers through serious social provisions
such as childcare requires

a

political interest in its own right. (188)
The

Overithe

rian or

ondemn it as
a

appropriatetactics for organizing, She makes no blankly antiauthora
distraction

from the "real work of part building. In the passage that
follows,

ng around her between Marxist-Leninists and left libertara.
messianic claims for collective self-help, but neither doessi
kileyexplainshowpersonal politicsmightbeaddressed at

st-feminist desire to articulate and
ultimately meet the needs or

minist theory ofwhat needs are (184), but
this theory will inevitabiy

S Own constitutive
embeddedness in discourses

that exceed and

No political theory (ie. neither
feminismnorsocialism) can,

Tun

andfeminist
organizing;

level of
socialist

Riley nsists, cover the totol 6eld of human relations without Dur*
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otherpractices
and frameworks that

remain at least somewhat
het.

Noamount of
theoretical maneuvering

can get around this, and R:

itis best to
acknowledge the

necessary 1mpurity of political theorv

get on with it
critically. As shewrites in War in

theNursery,

dot provides rigorous, dialectical accounts of concepts such as "biolog
thesocial and "the individual": "I want to try to describe some conceptual
roblems roncerning the "relationship of biological and social factors using

("Developmental" 73). But Riley immediately follows this assertion with a

piece

ne particular area, the developmental psychology of children, as a touchstone

rejoinder: 'my opening sentence hasused scare-quotes, a pointer to the awkward

Riley insiststhat

I take it
that it's necessary both to

stresS tne non-se-evident nature of need ash

the intricaciesofits
determinants, and als0 to act politically as if needs coula

et, or at
least met half-way. The

benign if traditionally unimaginative face
ac

socialistplanning is, at the
least, preterable to its knOwn alternatives,

howe

much its objects will always
tend to be in excess of it and slip away. (193-94)

necessity of using a terminology to discuss its own restrictions?"15

Riley next surveys existing models of accounting for the movement of the
infant from the category of biological animal to social human. Along the
way, she reopens the question of the relations between "the biological" and

the social' calling out the presupposition that each of these terms refers to
a definite or unified terrain while simultaneously recognizing their effective
power as abstractions in the world. Her interest in the infant lies in its odd
transitional status in the chain of "socialization" and "human development'

two nonidentical yet often conflated processes. As Riley insists, socialization

and the development ofintersubjective relations are actually distinct conceptual
categories. Socialization, or the entry into a totality of relations, has yet to
be explained by theories of child development, especially those that look at
mother-child relations in a vacuum. Riley laments that, within developmental

psychology, the "social" is generally understood as synonymous with the

interpersonal' and that within a severely restricted field ofpersonsanyway.
That these activities [those of the mother-child couple) are read as uninterrupted

by the exigencies of housing, class, etc. is to say that "social factors"' anything

beyond mere intersubjectivity, are unthinkable. Development happens on a

terrain of pure (inter)individuality' (Developmental' 75-76).

er

Riley is also scrupulous in indexing her
understanding of the necessity for

single-issue defensive slogans and reform campaigns (such as "a womans

right to choose') even as
she recognizes the practical limits and metaphysical

imposibilities of this liberal language of choice:

The right to choose' must imply the right to cho0ose to have (not merely not

to have) children; and this right is a very metaphysical assertion in a
situation

where provisions for the myriad needs for bringing up those children in a

humane way are thin on the ground. And, of course, conspicuously thinner

for some than for others. To follow through the 'positive' aspect of the right to

choose would entail a many-faceted campaign, a generalising of the issue which

linked it to a wider context of agitation for the reforms necessary to give more

plausibility to the notion of choice. Nevertheless, it seems to me to be wrong

to crticise an essentialy defensive slogan, so heavily marked by its necesary

strategical locations, on the grounds of its incompleteness. (Feminist Thougnt
and Reproductive Control' 191)

Ine infant is of such importance to Riley precisely because, while theories of

velopmental psychology locate in the vague terrain of"infancy" or
"childhood"

Kley here refuses to stop short of opening to analysis the connections betw
these diferent questions of social policy, highlighting the affectivetangle

rgenceofhuman sociality, these discourses supposedly about the
child

Way's also address "the mother" In subsequent chapters of War in
the Nurserys

sslippage is traced through the "popularization'" ofKleinian-derived theories
nantpsychology,beginning with Melanie Klein's emphasis on innate and

pre-

thesefrom which they are inextricable and understanding the movementso

CSand ideologies both with and against their explanation in
asi

the overdetermination'"
of the superstructure and base.

mple

base. In this, she both follows and departs from Althussers notio

War in the Nursery is precisely such an effort to base
Marxist-femin ueaggression more or less regardless of the

mother's behavior, to

by'stheoriesof"maternal deprivation" that argued for
the almost totalstrategy on anunderstanding ofhow economic and political powercan

s
John

Vithout a working nception ofsocialized biology,
Riley argues, socialist

OTK both with and against each other. Riley's
interest in

recuperating the

her.
and fail to shape-social needs3 The crux of this matter 1s, asKuley's insistence on the distinction between "socializau

endence ofinfantile well-being on the attentive presence of tneolaborate

11 to understand the
complexities ofreproductive

experience

inwhich biological,
psychological, political and

other ideologies
feminis

main
mental

o
rOugh intersubjective relations. The chapter onpsychology: biology and Marxism takes on various tanglestheories of socialization."

Like many of Riley's essays,

dothe work
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ategoryofthe
biological for socialist feminist

thought lies, then, in what sh

any historical
materialist nt of the individual and society [to] include a

to Wigan Pier, in which a fictional "Comrade X"a
George

Orwell's The Road

ais socialist, authors a volume called Marxism for Infants all the whilesesasa
neodi tor

remaining marked bythe "trainingofhis childhood, when he was taught to hatefonr and despise the working class" ( Wigan Pier 135-36). At her first ever public
reading of poetry (a joint reading with Wendy Mulford at the 1977 Cambridge
Daetry Festival), Riley explained that the title was in fact only unconsciously

senseofthehighlyspecitie
forms in which biology' is lived; and...

the

of'biologisn' can
serve to close off xamination of areas that actually

cr

need marxist and feminist
critical tention. These include, for exa

drawn from Orwell:
reprocuction, fertility control, sexuality% child

development, illness, a0e g

Td thought of the title for myself, but Wendy pointed it out that I hadnt, and it's a
submerged memory ofwhat Orwell says in The Road to Wigan Pier, and I'l read
thewayOrwelluses the title, I suppose because its so much...he sells it short
in a way; it's such a lovely phrase and he uses it very undialectically... I wanted
to retrieve that and use it, I suppose to say that if Marxism does not have to do
with infants and vice versa then there's not much hope for either infants or for

(Developmentalľ 74)

Riley's claim is that "biology is simultaneously biography" and that this
demands

a thinking of "biography" that goes beyond the empirical description

of experience or the narration of feelings and of biology as other than a set of
nonideological facts:

Marxism. (Cambridge Poetry Festival Collection np)To overlook the particular forms in which biology is lived out is to overlook
the fact that biology is simultaneously biography. For women in particular it

is evident that an extremely significant proportion of 'sociaľ' experience is
socialised biology handled in highly specific forms-all reproductive experience,
for instance-and these forms have at the same time a clear political dimension,
most obviously for the question of the conditions for a real control of fertility
and for the possible real content of slogans like 'sexual self-determination.

Riley's version of the title also points to the persistence ofconservative feeling in
the very effort to "retrain" consciousness via a moral and cultural indoctrination
in early education. The adoption of this title is at least doubly ironic in light of
Orwell's own pronatalist writings from the 1940s that Riley quotes at length in
War in theNursery. Riley's title also harbors reservations about the political
purchase of her own relatively "academic" socialist-feminist poetry, given its
limited and somewhat rarefied circulation." Finally, the title rifs on Orwels
Suggestion that a socialist would demand some sort of swap be made between
Mardism and infants-in other words, bourgeois intellectuals might exchange

eir Marxism for rearing children, or perhaps, according to a eugenicist logic,
ne working classes should give up on having children and embrace Marxism

(Developmentaľ 89)

In Riley's feminist socialized biology, "all reproductive experience must
read in conjunction with specific social and political rhetorics, policies
cnpaigns It remains, however, somewhat unclear exactly what thewrimg
this socialized biology looks like: it is my contention in this chapter that takespartial form in the poetry that Riley was concurrently writing"

instead. Riley, for her part, will have none of this.
Alling itself a sort of handbook, then, Riley's sequence of nineteen poems

nonetheless hardly didactic; it is accented, rather, by momentsordoubt
rtainty. The lexicon flickers with the concerns of the time, as the discursive
rials drawn from feminist and Marsist political praxis are disorganized and
anied, echoing each other through sound patterning, anunconventuon

A note on sex

1urn here toaconsiderationofthepoetry that Riley waswrinpapers that led to War in the Nursery. Riley'sune poems quoted above were published, was Marxism Jor1n 1977 byWendy Mulford's
press, Street Editions, as asboundvolume. The collection begins, ofcourse, with 1s

in relation to the questions of the reproduction of relations
animated

much Marxist-feminist
polt

ethe
which

nfants,
published the

useofpgeand complex slippages between the third-person pronoun she,infirst volume of poetry,

PTSon "T" and an impersonal, generalized "you" From
the opening

poem,
Note on Sex and the Reclaiming ofLanguage Marxismfor lijanis

question lyric and feminist reclamations ofan
authentic voice, all the

taple
small-release

its title, framed
plicity

ConstansSon the necessity ofgrammatical
personhood developed alongside

from

Uption of lyric address with more
impersonal elements. A Note

political thought. The title is taken
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that are more evenly distributed the reclaiming of language remains a

anemptto "reclaim thelanguage, but they have also more readily recognized

doesindeed
Phas

generally been read as
a key to Kileys early work, and it a

terms
defined in the terms ofa now absent male orientation from whichAmnfgure the

political philosophy of
language that she developed

the language has been
reclaimed" (Robinson 85).

I
ThatName: Feminism and the

Category of "Women" inHistor

D:lev's more avowedly feminist readers have also tended to read this poem asanoteonsexandthereclaimingof
language

The Savage is flying
back home from the New Country

in
native-style dress with a

baggage ofsensibility

to gaze on
the ancestral plains with the myths

thought up

anddreamed in her
kitchens as guides

emas an allegorical ironization of any such effort. Linda Kinnahan reads
in the poem an attempt to voice "the female "T" outside ofdominant norms

ust as public myths enter the domestic kitchen 'as guides, the private woman is
neither separate from nor immune to the systematic othering of the 'feminine
within private, public, historical, and literary spheres... The languageofthe
poem, in evoking various narratives, seeks an alternative for the she' to the
cultural representations available to her and suggests that the meaning locking
densely around the words seeking a way/ anyway in between the gaps' occurs not
through mimetic means but through the gaps' made apparent when seemingly
disparate narratives (travel, domestic, imperial) are brought together and their

She will be discovered

as meaning is flocking densely around the words seeking a way

any way in between the gaps, like a fertilisation

The work is

eg. to write she and for that to be a statement

of fact only and not a strong image

of everything which is not-you, which sees you

The new land is colonised, though its prospects are empty

interconnections foregrounded. (Kinnahan 211-12)

Kinnahan sees the poem, and Riley's work more generally, as enacting a primarily
negative movement of refusal while retaining the hope that the truth may come
through the gaps between different discourses, each of which is in itself too
overdetermined. Frances Presley reads the poem, and Marxism for Infants more
generally, along similar lines: "in Riley's feminism and her language it is easier
to say what a woman is not, and it is much more dangerous to start saying what
she is (Presley n.p.). Romana Huk has read the poem's ironic manipulation
of a naturalizing language of sexuality as evidence of Riley's critique of radical

The Savage weeps as landing at the airport
she is asked to buy wood carvings, which represent herself

(Marxism' 1)

ihese lines have been read by critics as a relatively straightforward polemical
alegory for the misrecognitions of categorical identifications and interpellations.

nule much ofMarkism for Infants, "A Note on Sex" works within a restriced
emattc, lexical and syntactic range and sustains an extended conceit of

tne

age as a critique of radical feminist injunctions for women to "reclaim te
work,

tionsare

teminist affirmations of the "feminine":

Se as gendered essence is thus de-naturalised by the
poems parodiclanguage Riley is obviously skeptical of this possibility; in aO duralsation of the relentless and inevitable process of linguistic construction

0T selfhood-all of which issued, when the poem appeared twenty years ag

Pent early critique of romanticised projects in the female construction
or

gehas sas much as we can ever dream ofhaving it Self-descripualways, for Riley, appropriable to ends against one's needs and
5iCr eariy test case), not because we name ourselves incorrectlyDufnguageisradicalyprivative. The attemptsofthe"Savageby returning "home' in "native-style dress' are readilycomDack to her for a profit. Some ofRiley's contemporaries seem to

ecause
identity. (Huk241)

arol Watts also argues ofRiley's early poetrymoregenerally
that "it is easier...toescap

ed and
sold

er nat is being broken from than broken towards'" (Wattsl59).achofthese readings helps to explain what is happening in
"A Note on

0 exclusive a focus on this poem and on
its relationship to

a mor
rOny,readingthevolume as attempting to "reclaimu Sex Bua1977reviewpublished

in Perfect Bound, Peter Robinsonin
earnestly believesthis to be a desirable goal <i1s absence of the "male pronoun:

"Until the man can

SS schematized version ofher 1988 book "Am 1 That
Name': Feminism and

ategory of"Women in History has tended too
obscure whatishappening

s that the
volume

and finds faultwith the
volumeior

pon
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in the
remainder of Marxismi for Infants and the

volume's relatione

political and historical
writings that Kiley was concurrentlyworkino

example, Presley is able to argue that the title ot Marxism for Infants 'is indercut
by the poems

which follow in which the intants are her own, and whatshe

The serialized quality of this work is relevant to the argument I am makingtothe
biology. To the extent that Marzism for Infants is aed work" its shape is not reducible to the bounded, formal management

For aboutRiley'ssocialized

has of feeling and perception that is often attributed, however spuriously, to theta teach
them has far more to do with feminism and feminist linguistics, than

withMarxism This is a somewhat unhelpful distinction, not only insofar
Riley's political milieu was working through the connections between Marvie

and feminism, but also because the poetry itself works in and at this connection
through its concentration on the "socialized biology of "the mother's' voice.

Su
ccessfully autonomous lyric poem (by, e.g» Richardss Practical Criticism). In
this way, the poems are not miniaturized encapsulations of the political theory
discursively elaborated in the prOse; they are, rather, leaky echo chambers
in which political and personal discourse are bounced across and through
each other. Carol Watts argues that, in the poems of Marxism for Infants that
suggestively figure language in domestic terms, "the lyric form is unravelled as
topography..Ifthe house is synonymous with the self, as inthepoetryofEnmily
Dickinson, it cannot escape its gendered coding domesticity, hearth, shelter,
prison, tomb" (Watts 160). I would extend Wattss comments by arguing that,
inMarxism for Infants, the walls of that great house of lyric autonomy are also
porous; each poem reflects an essayistic writing of the social individual captured
and recaptured in the contradictions and complicities of political and personal
language, each attempt echoing pieces of the others such that no effort at writing
Can possibly contain the problem in a single, self-contained lyric.

as

In other words, "A Note on Sex does prefigure Rileys later turn to a feminist
philosophy of language, but it does not exhaust the range of affects and relations
to language, space, voice and body that are explored throughout the remainder
of Marxism for Infants. This is not only because other poems broach different
subject matter; they are also formally quite different. The other poems Ive read
above represent another tendency among the poems ofMarxism for Infants: the
first type of poem, exemplifed by A Note on Sex' is a relatively self-contained
lyric artefact. Few of the poems that follow it really stand on their own in the
Same way, which may explain their relatively minimal presence in Riley's 2000
Selected Poenms, published by Reality Street, which focuses much more on the
poems from the 1993 collection Mop Mop Georgette. The majority of the poems
in Marxism for Infants do not lend themselves to being read as individualpor
they are more numbers in a series best read in quick succession. Indeed,
allof these poems are untitled inMarxismfor Infants, but a number of thesea
provided with titles when they reappear in the 1985 collection Dry Air.Althouune distinction I am drawing between stand-alone lyric and verse sequen

"Is it enough like this as I am

Ivwould draw two main themes and formal operations from what Imcaling the
Second kind'ofpoem: (1) the dislocation of voice andofbodily proprioception,
untng to a querying ofhow one lives the biological and social as biography

the writing of life-through lyric address and versification, sound pattersning

and (2) the address to another, you, who is perceived onlythrough
tne

e series of dislocating maneuvers. The way in which these two strands
are

ed and dispersed shows a very different
management of yric

proposed or analyzed by the Practical Criticism;
the poems woA

y by extending "the fine steely wires that run" not only "between lov

as a poem from No Fee has it) but
also through and around

teadthe8, Speech, sex, voice, biology and
individuation. In what follows,

tader ofMarxismfor Infants in
light of the materials Ive

covered

nghow Riley's poetic text works on the
analytics of soCialzeu

contestable, I think it can help to illuminate part of what is happening i
contained lyricpoem. In the Cambridge Women's Liberation ngrofGroup

July

amoun

the
which

short, self
coection and to provide a corrective to the reception of this wohas tor the most part been read according to a model based onu formall

from
Cumula

176, Ruth Craft in reporting on a meetingofthe "Women andw
hnds conventional third-person

narrative an impossibility.iarxism for Infants is such a work, even though thepoemreWritten over a number of years. Indeed, when Riley reaaCambridge
Poetry Festival, she introduced it as aspoemof mine that goes on for fifteen minutes. It's calledwill reter to the sections of the poem as individualpoenoperate aspart ofasingle serializedpiece.

I would
argu
prise it

eada

for
lnfants"

insistently gestures. As Ive
suggested,

a "socialized biology" remains
primarilygestural in

War in theOYtowardwhich War in the Nursery
believethat this reflects the necessity, for

Riley,ofthinking this
notionelves, but

they

ONurs
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through the language of
the first ana Second

person. That is, the ".
Riley seeks to

understand is only accessible through a writing of
b6

readily be
described in the third

person. This means that there

colund patterning of the middle section of this poem (beginning with"mothers and ending with "up) shifts from an emphasis on "o* and"enothers hospitals sex class nousing) to 's" and "f" in "is it enoueh like thi.
can nly be an

1am The effect is such that while "Anchored"/"flying" would berelationship between 'socializedbiologY as a theoretical or diseuecursive

category and its
enactment as a biographical praxis. This tension will ccompany

allofmyreadings ofthe
poems: eachtim that I attempt to read them theoret

cition without the work of sound patterning that leads up to it, the -ing thatoP 1sing" to flying calls into question the "anchored" status of the former.Einally the "nand "m phonemes gain dominance, with "i" remaining in the
mixby the underscoring of"in such that "the material determinants" close this
image-complex without any sonic or orthographic surprises, subtly echoing the
nestion about how "I am. But then "up" oddly irrupts in a hiccupped syllable
with the "p phoneme which has not appeared at all in the densely alliterative
poem thus far. A British hiccough might better echo the "enough" but this is
precisely not what happens; we are not "off" but "up" in a moment that signals a
decisive turn in a poem that already seems quite vertiginous enough. This "up"
also points "'above" the material determinants sonically and semantically rather
than "in' or through them, to the above of the superstructure of "culture" But
thisperformative "up"' also points back to the beginning of the poem on the page
and back to the names of those material determinants themselves. And it is also

as expressions or
developments of "socialized biology,I risk appearing as thor

Idon'tnoticethe ineradicable difference between these poems and the ourses

ofbiology or sociology. But this seems to be an unavoidable foolishness preferable

to not noticing the ways in which Riley's poetic and
theoretical works actively

supplement one another to write the sociality ofbiology "as it is lived"
que

Like "A Note on Sex" the remainder ofMarxism for Infants does not adhere
to the epistemological claims of consciousness raising, as Claire Buck notes in
her essay on "Poetry and the Womens Movement in Postwar Britain" (1996)
but neither does any "Marxism" get transmitted to any "Infants" through some

sort of "training'"- or "instruction"-based political education (or, for that matter,
through the authorityofa mother or fatherwhoknows best). Rather, the political
and personal materials are circulated through prosody, and subjectivity is voiced

in the echoes of intimate and political addresses. The fourth poem reads, perhaps "up"' as in "time's up"
The question remains, however, "is it enough like this as I am-it, this

and I linked in a question, this is as I am, but is it enough like this. It and I are
crossed like anchored and flying, and what I am is woven into the elements
tnat precede and "house" it. The first moments of this poem are, let's recall, a

t
OT anonymous reported speech: "says Im into cooking now/says I'm into

1Sm seem to have introduced the "T° into the poem as a quotation from
a

Person, echoing the impersonality ofall strategies for meeting externaly

Says

says

Im into cooking now
Im into taoism

absorbed by a shifting of bright globes serially

You have a family, then?

mothers
sex

anchored

is it enough like this as I amis the humanvisible through above 8&
completely in thematerial determinants

No.

hospitals
class housing

flying
personal needs. But is this, is it, am I, enough? Is thisimpersonaly

Dective "T' is its sociality enough, evenifthe"T is socialized and theretore

The effec of the crossing of it, I, and this is such that
when we return to the

enacted, This final stanza consists of a sentence taken
directly fromMerieau

never a self-contained sovereignagency

al stanza, what "I am (a body) is an
"it"I enact, suggesting that the

nd enacting "1" the subject of enunciation, is
itself something that i5

Da008yof Perception (1945), a
philosophical work that greatly

usly as object and subject ofperception.
Each ofthese

frameworks,

p
I cannot understand the function ofthelivingbody
exceptby enacting itmyselfandexcept in so far as Iamabodywhich rises towards the world

impres

i ley. The sentence narrates the
paradoxical experience of

the body

ctive and the subjective, elides the other but it is
only in and as

thisthe

(4) utingback and forth that any erstanding must take its
place. This is what
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amotbe
understood ofor by the living

(socialized) body, namely, its

lesires, at least not
when society and

biolog8Y, subject and object, are nndnd

as discrete regions of
experience, however mutually

"interactino" +h

olowing extension/ to you": here
the glow of desire is diffused and extended likem limb that neither excludes nor wholly encompasses "you?

than Culler has argued that apostrophe, the figure of speech in which
also
De

some inanimate orabsent person or thing is addressed as ifpresent and capable
But this

theoretical statement cannot explain the
poem that includes

affected by the jolt of the
poems spacing (up) and the lines that precede it The

only possibility for
knowledge is a rising of the (biological) body not aboveh

(social) world but toward it. In this way, the "up"
transforms and is transformod

by the end of the poem, as are all of the material
determinants" and the theories

that would seek to name them.

of responding, is a feature of all lyric rather than a special case. This is so,.
according to Culler, insofar as lyric works in vocative modes to produce textual
events rather than merely to represent events extrinsic to the action of the poem.
For Culler, apostrophe has 'a special temporality which is the set ofall moments
atwhich writing can say 'now (Culer 149), and this temporality is foundational

to lyric as a genre or mode of discourse; the vocative call to another is the veryThe poem on the next page traces another topography of the body in speech,

recalling Merleau-Ponty's account of phantom-limbs (Merleau-Ponty 87-102)

in its efforts to understand the I/you relationship in terms not reducible to an

interior/exterior dichotomy:

stuffoflyric poetry. Culler further suggests that

onedistinguish two forces in poetry, the narative and the apostrophic.
Nothing need happen in an apostrophic poem...because the poemitselfisto be
thehappening.Apostrophes removfel theopposition between presenceand
absence from empirical time and locat[e] it in a discursive time. The temporal

movement fraom A to B, internalized by apostrophe, becomes a reversible

alternation between A and B: a play of presence and absence governed not by

thespeaking the desire to be heard

the hearing, the desire to be told

tongues piece the joints of scattered limbs
click lubricants of social grace
articulacy' articulates

a flow, a dazzlingmass

the speaking the desire to hear
the hearing, the desire to be spoken

is thus sweet massy a diffused
glowing extension

to you (shaking)

to you (absence)

time but by poetic power. (149-50)

laking into account the hyperbolic, fictional power of apostrophe as outlined

by Culler, the "T and "you" of lyric address cannot be reduced to empirical

ntersubjective discourse. "T" remains, rather, an inanimate linguistic personhood

uAThas no authority except in relation to a "you" that it animates in
order to

De animated by it. It is this discursive time of address that
conditions the lyric

PoWer to produce a textual event, as Culler suggests all apostrophe
does. On 1t5

leys poem reads as an enactment of this
deconstructive movement or

phe But here I would protest that reading this
poem as an apPIICao

CESWritings misses the particular social staging of
lyric address in Kileys

and this staging is not as readily universalizable
as Cullers framewors(Marxism'5)

might suggest.
ns poem moves between two interconnected experiences of a

speaking as "the desire tohear and hearing sowhich "tongues piece the joints of scattered limbs/ clickugrace works, through such clicking articulation (and one

SOns essay on
"Apostrophe, Animation, and

Abortion'" brings

yofapostrophe into an encounter with
sociopolitical debates about

g how the "poetic power" of
apostrophe can have analogous

address: speaking so as to be heard and hearing to be told are
followed by

in

ctects in the ealworld ofdifference" For
Johnson,apostrophe

can function

the unborn "child" whose imagined ability to be
addressed and to

respond

as "to be spoken" Thefirs
ofsocial

animate another who will, in turn, animate
the first speaker

(as in the case
hard consonants of "click lubricants" the sociallyto articulate a flow, a dazzling mass" that quickly turnsin

graceful clucking of tor

o
Aposed the extent to which apostrophe,

as figure,
carries withitsocialtradition ofspeech. "Thedesire tobe spoken/ is thus sweet massy

ss
venerated

uabortion apostrophera considerable
degreeofauthority).

Johnson

a
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adictions far beyond the
scope of an abstracted "T' and "yo". 105

duird-person narration allegorizes the exteriorizing
andobjectifving

nat
of lyric is signaled, in

Riley's work, not merely by the appearanco ciality

poem can quite demonstrate on its own, this sociality is constitutivel.
the
body

and voice, as "the desire to hear" or "be heard" obviously
comes

before

ftheorizing thebody in impersonal terms. The body in question is marked as afeminine impersonanty, alternating between the definite and feminine
possessiveartidles (A woman's head" and "her head" interspersed

with "thevoice "the

"social" in the text but, as
the poems work together to show and as no single

he poem traces a movement from subjective
experience

mouthand the hand").
and stays beyond the hearing ofany individual utterance. appearance, beginnin8With the attempt to perceive a total immersion

to
objective

Apostrophes performative power works in this way against itself, effecti.
destabilizing any empirical temporality of the speaking subject and infectine i

biectivity: "A womans head occupying the whole depth"' and then the partsfthe body that enact speech are parceled out as objects, primarily hand andmouth. These are the agencies ot speech as the body attempts to form and shape alanguage that in fact gives it form: Ihe voice repeating a word which the mouthshapes./ Themouth and hand togetherencirclingthewords' Finally,"Ihis impulserenewed over and overagain, an impulse to speakcoming from outside the hands
hut within the world of the woman's head, in which language gives contour to thehand and mouth within the total field of the "womanis head" that it simultaneously
constitutes. There is no mention, in this poem, of"you" but the conditions for anyaddress are shaped by this constitutive exteriority and iterability of "the voice3
A few pages earlier, the fourteenth poem brings "you'" into this dynamic,

narrating the affective intensity that both "you'" and"T have felt. The poem is
breathless, briefly cathecting on different objects of promise as it passes between
each"particular/ whatever.. / that shone to the eye immediately" including

with the sociality latent in the mother/child dyad; as Johnson asks, "who. the
final analysis, exists by addressing whom?" (Johnson 192) Indeed, the chiasmucs
of "the speaking, the desire to hear/ the hearing, the desire to be spoken" inverts
the primacy of presence to self via a speaking to the other who is to aninmate
the self's own mouth. "My voice in this poem comes from "your" mouth, but
you are not just anyone; voice is experienced as a phantom limb, a diffused and
massy "extension/ to you" who are an absent and shaking linguistic person. The
conventions of the love poem are thus inflected by Riley's social inscription of
motherhood from the other poems. The tripping movement across imagined
and real borders between"T and you" is not reducible to the stance of a"self
in relation to some "other as in the ethics of intersubjectivity; they are already
soaked in the socialized biology of speech as they are lived. Once again, Rileys
work considered as a whole insists that socialization cannot be reduced to
intersubjectivity and neither can the reading ofpoetry.

your own face in the mirror:
This model of speech is more fully elaborated in the antepenultimate poem

in the volume, in which speech is narrated in the third person, the objectiveexperience of the body as a set ofobjects:

you've met Ive met people in rooms before
we've gone into rooms burning with our own

rightness for now
&alight with eagerness and almost touch
&staythe night here and yes! the blazing
ever-realised vividness of that particular
whatever-stone postcard slow scarletofa paperbacks creased edge sharp corner
of soap & at the mirror your face outdated
Since you are already gone on ahead of ito this on which you are embarked & goodbye
to youropened face as you turn

A woman's head occupying the whole depth; a white ground.
Her head turning and the voice and the voice beginning.
The hand reaching, brushing slowly across the mouth andwithdrawing, thus describing an arc.
Ihe voice repeating a phrase which the mouth shapes.The mouth and the hand together encircling the words.
This impulse renewed over and over again.

Dackto the lit room seriously anyway
nat shone to the eye immediately
before

touch

(17)

ni's poem traces the emergence of "voice" as a phenomenoterminating and originating
in repetition ("renewed overa

(14)
The
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and"T ("yo This interplayof conversational and ecstatic:tones reappears in the secondThe first words ofthe
poem assert acontinuitybetween

met Ive met people in
roomsbetore),the vagueness of the verh.

forcing a recognition that
indeed you and T have both ha.

experience. The distinction between
you and I is then dissolved

line into we: "we've gone into
rooms Durning with our own/ rightness for

which might have been a bit harder to get you" to ascertain had t
10t already been set for "our contlation. 1he next few lines speed up with

the

sixteenth poem, atter three shorter stanzas, the first composed inA almost mystical verse, the second listing fragmented figurations of

half of the

vo defined entity and the third a single line further juxtaposing coolness

icate

same

in the next
now

the stag

is

some

with emotion:

hold fast in arms before astonished eyes

whom you must grasp throughout great changes

constant and receptive as a capital city

is now a fire

a rainstorm

a rotting log
a savaged sheep

a kind of seriousness, a kind of rage

casualness of opening ampersands echoed in the "ands" that follow later i
each line, the internal rhyme of "rightness/"alighť"'nighť" and the ance

of and repeating ('eagerness and almost touch/ & stay"). The opening
afirmation cuminates with "8& stay the night here and yes!" ater which the

poem is slowed down by "the blazing/ ever-realised vividness of that particular/
whatever-"whatever" dulling the "vividness" that the poem subsequently

attempts to articulate. The next lines' relative lack of punctuation and abundant
enjambment make them read quickly, if not exactly "vividly": "stone postcard
slow scarlet of a paperback's creased edge sharp corner/ of soap & at the
mirror And right here, between these vivid objects and the room "alight'

with promise is "your face outdated" Once again "you" is the impersonal you,
directed toanyone listening and more or less interchangeable with T:"&at the
mirror your face outdated/ since you are already gone on ahead of it/ to this on
which you are embarked." Here the subject is, like the reader, burdened by is

now a frozen hand
white birds
a young boy
an indifference

and through each transforming
yourself to be not here whose
body shapes a hundred lights a
glowing strip of absence night's
noisy and particular who
vanishes with that flawless sense
of occasion I guess youd have if
only I knew you at first light
leaying "the wrong body" old, known

ownnecessary retroactivity, as "you" are/T am already past as we turn toward
another person or object, and you experience this redoubling of self-presence
by reading the poem's addresses. d(16)
At this point the poem gathers speed: "since you are already gone

ahead of it' might almost be a sequence of dactylic tetrameter, dependng
whether or not the "you" is impersonal and unstressed or apostrop
stressed. This is followed by the metrically irregular and overly grammat
tnis on which you are embarked and then a departure from this

ncounter

wIth your anachronistic face and from the regular meter that leda1E goodbye/l to your opened face as you turn/ back to the htro

on

inzas diverge in structure and tone, but there are someclearcontinuities

een them. Beginning with the first line, there are unmistakable, if ratherand

l "to inexpected, echoes of "Dreams' an early poem by Langston Hughes: to
reams/ For if dreams die/ Life is a broken-winged birdl That

cannot ty

ast to dreams/ For when dreams go/ Life is a barren feld/
Frozen winfrom

LFghes 32). Not only are the opening wordsofeacnpoti
Cach first line shares an end rhyme (die/eyes) and stress

pattern. Moreover,

Dirds and "frozen hand" in Riley's
second stanza take on a

new

ght of this intertext, echoing
as they do the

barren felds ot

ness dreamland. Hughess injunction to
dream within the

context

misedecd intensity of these lines is rhetorically disregarded oraanyway'": "anyway/ that [i.e. "that particular whatever"]shonimmediately. All ofthishas taken place "before/ touch, and so

the white
touch'of

of

signific

aprospective loveremergesboth as impetus and endpoint to the
"vividness
the

antiblackness and economic exploitation
positioned the

sovereignty of

gination ambivalently between escapist fantasy and
revolutionary force.

eachparticularwhatever, much as it haunts the face in the"The touchofsexisthoroughly interspersed with theself-regand follows after (in the double sense of"heforr1 Lnzaendswith an
indifference" terminating

thegreatchanges
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in Hughes's
bleak, affectless landscape that threatens to neutralize the .

of the antitheses that precede it (fire or frozen, mineral or animal,
rotti
ttingor

itreads as
aerfectly grammatical (if imperfectly punctuated) prose. It is oneffew poems in the volume other than "A Note on Sex' to feature a susteitand to provide a seemingly straightforward narrative account. This very

hort story recounts an attempt to move from one unlikely domestic setting,
presumably brought on by the torce of circumstance, to something willed and
genuinely chosen:

voung). But the grammar of Riley's first stanza is ambiguous: in the second line,
does "whom correspond to the "eyes or to whatever one must "hold fast in
arms' (perhaps a dream?) before the eyes? What is being modified by "constant

and receptive as a capital city?" 1s it paradoxically the "great changes" from the

previous line? There is no punctuation to help us here, and the second stanza
only produces more ambiguity: what exactly is "now a fire" and so on? On what
object are these figural transformations enacted?

I lived with my children in a warm bright and
harmonious room which formed the crest of a high
timber scaffolding-a room on stilts. Outside
it was a black night, an old railway yard,
abandoned tracks, a high wind. Our room
although too small for our needs was glowing and
secure despite the fact that it had no roof,
that its walls led straight upwards to the
black clear sky.

The challenge of the poem lies in its demand that this otherness without
place, this thing that must be held or must hold "fast in arms' (an infant?), must
also somehow survive and be survived. The final stanza speeds up again into
that rapturous, breathless stream that we saw in the fourteenth poem, lacking
punctuation and replete with enjambment and suggestions of regular meter
(the trochee and the rhymes of "whose/ BOdy SHAPES a HUNdred LIGHTS al
GLOWingSTRIPofABsence NIGHT'S").Again the poem is primarily addressed
to an impersonal you who could also be an"T or a "one": "and through each
transtorming/ yourself to be not here:" This otherness can only be elsewhere,
Somewhere other than this lonely anonymous capital cityscape "whosel boay
shapes a hundred lights"' and "you' are one who, like the capital city, "vanishes.
Stl, the locationofthisotherness in transformation is unclear-indeed, the vesy
Occasion of its/your transformation is unknowable since we dont know
Or what entity's "wrong body" is being transformed or left behind in theplace: with that flawless sense/ ofoccasion I guess youd have if ony Ik

W
youathrst light/ leaving 'the wrong body" This "old, known" body, howevernever known or even dreamed by the speaker. Here, Riley takes on eOT Knowing the affective struggles of anyone else. "The forces ofCircutnatguideanyoneelse seem to be "a frozen hand...an indifferenceattempt to know and to feel anyone else's lifewill be the standarofRileys later poetry will hold itself. For my purpoSes, 1tmovement from the assertionofindifference to the rapturous

Ileft there briefly and encounteredx
Who pointed upwards to show where we should both
80. A smooth platform hung in the sky, its
only access a long swaying cord joined to its
midpoint, the end ofwhich drifted against my
face. It looked impossible but I was not
disheartened.

hose

(10)

The

Sanzaprovides a surreal portrait ofa sort ofsquat: the surroundings
are

old"ndabandoned and the atmosphere, followingthepatheticfallacyut
u that can be seen from within the grave embrace"ofthe

family, 15

to me.
This

much

oting the

ofmuch
of t with "high wind" The room is

both removed from and
a parto

is

eenpointing out the shabbinessofthe squatand
emphasizing itsmiraculous

as it is wide

PEntoandpropped upby eoutside"uthat
simultaneouslyabandons it to

itself

1Sa room on stilts" yet has "no roof"
This housing report

vacillates

ncy: this is the dream ofthe family always beingenou122. Although the poem ends by recognizing the inabily to
know

the room, "although too small for our needs' and "despite
the lact tnt

hadno roof appears"glowing

from what interpellation
another person has struggled toDi

that immediately
precede itbespeak a passionate andcompa

reak away, the
lines

secure "warm, bright,
and
harmonious"

Simply demystify the
bourgeois comfortsof

security and
urnswith more "rightness" than the doubt thatsurrounucdose thischapterbyreadingthe tenth poem fromM

Compassionate movement

Thepoem
doesit.

whichRiley narrates alessbleak dreamscape,albeit onempossible"
This poem is quite distinct from the resto

epresented as part ofthe same
fantasmatic reality that

e

same pwards
to the/ blackclear sky.in
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At this point the poem
shifts to its second act, in which the speaker

recounts having "left there briefly: What transpires is an encounter with

an ambiguously authoritative figure who suggests where we should both/
The impossible" architecture that follows ends the poem ambivalently. If
looked impossible" then why is the speaker not disheartened? Is it because she
is plucky and believes that with effort she will succeed? Or, alternately, because
she does not want to leave with x at all but would prefer to remain in the roofless
house? Should we read the speaker as intentionally withholding the reason for
her perseverance? Or, reporting a dream, is she merely recounting an affective
state without any understanding of its cause? The poem leaves these questions
suspended, and in this way invites the reader to speculate on the affective
dimensions of housing and the as-yet-inscrutable nature of the needs of single
mothers within a regime ofthe figure of the mother as vessel of intersubjectivity.

3

Forms ofReproduction in the Early
Work ofWendy Mulford

In February 1979, Wendy Mulford's Street Editions released a 200-copy second
edition of No Fee: A Line or Two for Free, a chapbook of poems co-authored
by Mulford and Denise Riley. No Fee had first been issued in 1978 for an art
opening at the Institute ofContemporary Arts in London; the second edition was
relcased to coincide with the inaugural "Women's Week' in Cambridge. Women's
Week included film screenings, talks, panels, workshops, an art exhibition and
4wOmen-only" performance of music and poetry, with readings by Multord,

Like much ofMarxism for Infants, then, this poem lays bare a range of affects
and experiences for the reader's attention. This is not, however, because thesepoems invite the reader to imitate the lyric subject or to find moral integrity Dy
censuring her. Rather, poetic address, as the purportedly ethical management
of otherness, is shown to be coeval with and implicated in the institution(dinguistic, ideological and repressive) discourses of the capitalist natoubutwhat these poems bring to the surface is the way in which wants anE all the same, constantly produced within and through this matrix,WI

state.

needs

en

ey Judy Carey, Julia Dale and Angela Carter "or bring yourown.
,thread connecting the headlining writers was their involvementin the

Liberation Movement (WLM); they were not necessarily otherwISe

Dycommon literary strategies. Angela Carter, who hadrecentypubished
ofwOn EFassionofNew Eve, engaged, like Riley and Mulford,

the problem

oPpression. Unlike either of them, she made a steady
income irom

utot the socialized body: and theywill continue to be so evenate relationsofproduction."Real" needs and wants arerecup1Or struggle only through their rehearsed expression, only thropartial attempts to share themwith "you"This is the socializea ngprose as a journalist and novelist. Judy Carey was afellowmember or
ambridge Women's Liberation Group (CWLG), and her poems,

briefand

of

FRley's
yc whichcannotbeproduced in expository discourse but ony

ical pieces of confessional free verse, were unlike the
compositions

registers of a writing that simultaneously
decries thenycnical realm ofpure intersubjectivity.

So no, it is not enougni
butitwilleven more certainly never be enough as long astouch is consigned

to the realm of the ethical, ofpureint
mothersgoodsense todevelopherself

into thepsychology

vocati

lley and Mulford. Indeed, Riley and Mulford never had
poems published in

inthe CWLG and its 'small group' focusing on women and
writing. In

litical
am,

Cambridge Women's Liberation Newsletter (CWLN),
despite being

activelybefore
engage

intersubjectivity,ofsome
naticchild

bitionT
pril 1979 issue of the CWLN, Careyherself

appraised the reading and art
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12 Inthis,her work is a far cry from her contemporaries attempts to create "unifed"understanding. This is true not only of "ordinary language" but also of poetry,
which for Empson does not (as Richards and others had claimed) by-pass questions
of truthfulness with its own forms of "pseudo-statement" On the contrary,
poetic language in Empson's view simply extends the resources of sense-making
characteristic of language use more generally (though Empson works through his
own complex qualifications to this position in relation to the meanings of the word
"sense" in Wordsworth, and "all" in Milton)" (Durant and MacCabe 173).

theoriesofcapitalist patriarchy. See Eisenstein (1979) and Vogel (1983) for such
attempts, and Barrett for a trenchant critique of both "unifed" and dual sysems
approaches to understanding the relations between capitalism and womer's

oPpression.

13 IdiscussWar in the Nursery at length in part because this material has not been
adequately treated in other readings of Riley as a poet and has ben eclipsed by
manyother materialist-feminist accounts of social reproduction.

14Thechapter was revised from its original 1975 version (which was part of her
postgraduate work) for publication in the journal ldeology & Consciousness in 1978;

itwasrewritten again as chapter 2 of War in the Nursery.
2 Denise Riley's Socialized Biology

15Riley'sanxiety and shrewdness regarding the limitations of criticizing theoretical1 Riley suggested as much in a private conversation with me in August 2010.
2

presuppositions while using their own terms is reminiscent of Louis Althusers
earlywritings on Marx (Althusser 1965). Riley's essay is litered with such skeptical
gestures,most notably (and most notably following Althusser) in her querying

of"spatialmetaphors" such as those of "base"' and "superstructure"' in Marvist
philosophy and historical materialist methodology. See my "lespacemet de la
lecture" forananalysis ofAlthusser's ambivalent treatment ofspatialmetaphors.

By the time of Am I That Name, Riley had come to question the gesture of repairing
voicelessness through speaking "as" any particular identity or sociological category
CE Barrett and Mcintosh (1982) for a trenchant critiqueofChristopher Lasch's
Haven in a Heartless World (1977).

CE Collections of British feminist poetry such as Licking the Bed Clean, Cutlasses

and Earrings and One Foot on the Mountain.
See "Waiting" for a chillingly elliptical account of Riley's early family life and
schooling

Email correspondence, 22 September 2010.

The group was not University based, although many of its members were affiliated
in one way or another
This essay, "Fertility, Abortion, "Choice-Towards a Positive Politics ofthe
Family" was co-authored by "Denise [Rileyl, Jo [Bradley] and Val ?]" and appeared
as a position paper for the Socialist Women's Regional Workshop in 1976. Portions
of this essay are reproduced in Riley's own "Feminist Thought and Reproductive
Control"

3

4

16According to Riley, the common socialist-feminist account of Bowlbyism at the5

timeofher writing saw it as instrumental in reconfíguring policies on childcare
afterthewar. Riley herself contests this received wisdom, demonstrating that the
timingdidn'twork out in quite this way, and that "the state" never worked as a
singleentity in concert with psychoanalysis. Rather, this particular narrative is, she
argues,aback-formation of the 19505, and the closure of wartime nurseries also
hadtodowith many other ideological formations, most notably those surrounding
the"mother" as a separate entity from the woman worker (though these could be
collapsed for the sake of expediency to correspond with the necesity for temporary
women'swork in munitions). These ideological formations, she argues, predated
andextended far beyond the reach of developmental psychology, and they were
oftentobe found in avowedly socialist and feminist discourses.

6

7

8

9 That is, Riley was not one to demand the immediate dissolution of the state. Left

libertarian socialist feminism certainly did exist, but Riley was not obviously one of
its proponents. See Lynne Segal's contribution to Beyond the Fragments (Rowbotham

et al. 1979) for a now canonical expressionofleft-libertarian feminism.
VTheabove passage also indicates Riley's ongoing interest in slogans as effective
agents inthe world worthy of analysis not only on the level of signification but also
ordistribution and effects. For Riley, rhetoric is perhaps the central stumbling block
1orpolitical analysis; neither ideological struggle nor materialist correctives are
Sutticiently able to understand the workings of rhetoric. The explicit lesson from
WarintheNursery, then, is that the gaps between intention, speech act and effect
needtoberespectedandheldapartevenastheybleedintoeachother.Onthe

10 I read Duncan's seemingly idiosyncratic gloss of Riley's politics as a symptom of a
more widespread lack of knowledge regarding the history of the women's liberation

movement and particularly of its relationship to socialism and Marxism. Many on
the literary "eff" seem unaware of the fact that the women's liberation movement
argued for decades over the nature of the capitalist state and whether and how to
integrate feminist, anti-racist and anti-imperialist demands into contemporary
tactics ofclass struggle.
For example, the imbrication ofcontraceptive provisions with eugenic discourses or
more generally of the welfare state with biopolitical forms of discipline and control.

rofpronatalist rhetoric, "Rhetoric doesn't make women have more children
OUghthesheer power of the word-the word narrowly conceived. Iis presence

alers,though, to put it mildly, and has to be assessed, irespective ofwhether
wOrkS in the most detectable sense" (War 151-52). The way in which the

11
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192 Notes

NeitherRileynorMulford made much "explicit use ofpoststructuralist thesr
intheirpoetry from the 1970s, even if, in prose from those years, Mulird did
reference Cixousand Lacan and Riley wrote on Foucault.
Mtulford alsowrote two books ofprose during the 1980s and 1990s: a biography of
SylviaTownsend Warner and Valentine Ackland (This Narrow Place 1988) and a
co-authored studyofwomen saints (Virtuous Magic, with Sara Maitland, 198)

presemce of rhetoric and anguage Tmatters" and works" is a source ofcontinual
cariosity forRiley, in ber prose and in her poetry.
Orvell rites The birth rate... is not likely to rise to the replacement level
un those in poner, as well as the ordinary people in the street, come to feel that
chldren mater more than money (Wigan 49-50; quoted in War 156).

18

19 Thomas Butler argues this last point at more length in Writing at the Edge of the

20 Most readers have taken the title as a directive to read "savage" only as a metaphor

ofthis figuration, insofarasit is used for the deconstructionofgendered rather

5Asa1978Workers' Action pamphlet titled British Road to Nowhere put it, In
Persan (2005). short: the establishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat is inconcirable

without theworking class throwing up the potential organs of its undiided power

intheperiodof the struggle against capitalist domination and carying these ore,
enlargingandperfecting them, as the form of the new workers state (5).

forwomen At least one reader has questioned the racist and imperialist overtones

than racialized discourseThe co-optation ofthe metaphors to a feminist project,
which does not yet specifically engage race, is problematic because the conflation
ofgender and race denies the specificity of the colonial experience. But because
this language does not reappear elsewhere in Riley's work, its use in her poem is
argeably part of her critique. Nonetheless, Riley never makes this criticism explicit
through the theoretical discourse ofthe poem in the way that she does with gender
so that the enactment of the gesture ofco-optation within "A Note on Sex" verges
uncomfortably on a repetition ofthe colonization process" (Buck 95-96). I would
argue that the poem actively engages the intersection ofgender and colonial race,
insofar as inverts the tropingofland/Savage as woman.
n this way, Riley's work echoes thatofone ofher favorite poets, W. S. Graham.
Riley's poems are particularly reminiscent ofGraham's Implements in Their Places,
which was published in 1977, the same year as Maraismfor Infants, although this
infuence is much more pronounced in the later poems from Mop Mop Georgette
and in the philosophical works The WordsofSelves and Impersonal Passion. Two
ofGraham's titles from Enmplements will schematically serve to indicate these
resonances for now: "What is the Language Using us for? and Language Ah Now
You HaveMe
Watts is an exception to this general tendency.
Riley consistently explores this thinking of lyric address and subjectivity
through the work ofMerleau-Ponty. Another poem directly quotes five lines
ofPhenomenology ofPerception (97) and then adds on two additional lines
CMarxism i).

6UnlikeRowbotham, who left the Trotskyist organizations with which she had been
aligned,Mulford remained a member of the Communist Party through the 1970s,

notthereby rejecting the political party as a basis for revolutionary organizing
7AsMichèle Barrett asks in Women's Oppression Today, what if the various fragments
reallydo have fundamentally conflicting interests: "Tmportant though questions

oforganization are, I would not see the potential benefits of some kind ofalliance
asconsisting in what each movement could learn from the other in these respects.
Themoreurgentquestion to be asked is whether there are political objectives in
commonthatmight constitute a basis for a relationship" (257).

21 8Inthissense, Mulford's tack is more in line with Balibar and Macherey's later essay
OnLiterature as an Ideological Form." Mulford, however, is less concerned with
literary education as a relatively autonomous ideological form and more with
literaryproductionas continuous with other social movements, broadly defined to
include"ideological" and more directly political-economic strugeles
9Thelatter is concerned to challenge both "bourgeois" and avowedly Marxist
readingsofnineteenth-century literature with an emphasis on the tensions
betweensex and class belonging: "Bourgeois criticism should be read
Syrmptomatically: most of its so-called "evaluation' is a reinforcement ofideologial
barriers.Wollstonecraft's, and later Bronte's, ambivalent relation to Romanticism,

Sallydescribed as clumsy Gothicism, is bound up with their feminism' (Marxtist
FeministLiterature Collective 31)
ThiswaspartofStreetEditionsturntowardissuingchapbooksbywomen 0ne
ear earlier, Mulford had published Alice Notley's For Frank OHarus Birtháay and
eronica Forrest-Thomsons posthumous On the Periphery, and 1977 also saw her
aseofRiley's Marxismfor Infants. Bravo to Girls & Heroes features numerous

23

3 Forms of Reproduction in the Early
Work ofWendy Mulford

WIngsby Julia Ball: these printed collaborations should form the basis fora
separate study.
Thephrase "reclaim the langwar SYOn in SaFquotes,indicates

adiscussion1 Cambridge Women's Liberation Newsletter, January 1979.
2 See Dowson and Entwistle, and Kinnahan, for an elaboration of this distinction.

hot


